
July 18, 2014 

 

Trademark of ‘MOTOYAMA’ 

(Updated report to March 3, 2014)  

 

MOTOYAMA ENG. WORKS, LTD 

President and CEO : Toshiaki Shimpaku 

 

Following procedures have been taken by the company, who has similar name(KOREA 

MOTOYAMA INC., Abbr. KOMOTO) to our company. They used “MOTOYAMA” trademark, which 

is registered by our company in worldwide, on their catalogues and promoted their sales activities. 

We warned them to stop the illegal behavior and made several discussions to have following 

procedures.  

 

1. To print an apology on web site of KOMOTO after their acknowledgement to our warning(to 

infringe the trademark right). 

2. To delete the trademark of “MOTOYAMA” from catalogue or any other sales materials. 

3. Made them explain all of the histories to their distributors in domestic and overseas and their 

concerned parties. Then, requested to remove the trademark of “MOTOYAMA” from all the 

materials and ban to use it. 

4. Made them to search on web site to find any related party using “MOTOYAMA” trademark on 

product introduction of KOMOTO. Then, requested to delete the trademark. 

5. Made them promise not to use “MOTOYAMA” trademark in future. 

 

Concerning the above actions of KOMOTO, we again made a proposal to them to observe strictly to 

the following issues. 

1. To keep our promise strictly. 

2. To make sales promotion, to all users and related parties, with well consciousness of avoiding 

misunderstanding about relationship between our company and KOMOTO. 

3. To make special caution when using English descriptions including “MOTOYAMA” 

To use “KOMOTO” , as their trademark together with or at least, not to use “MOTOYAMA” 

trademark individually. 

 

In the meantime, we, MOTOYAMA ENG. WORKS, LTD., once again, clearly announce that we have 

no relationship with KOMOTO and further, we do not take part in any trouble caused by KOMOTO 

products.  

 

Your kind understanding and cooperation to the above would be highly appreciated. 

 

    


